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MOTTO
The issue of homelessness needs a heart. I write this thesis with all my heart.
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ABSTRACT
The housing crisis that New York City is facing today needs the attention of all
stakeholders in society. Lack of affordable housing is affecting everyone. It has a far reaching
impact on every tier of our community, not just the economically distressed.
This thesis is a small yet, hopefully, significant effort in understanding how the city can
use its stock of underutilized abandoned residential infrastructure to house the homeless better.
In places like New York, where real estate prices are skyrocketing and available land is scarce,
vacant properties become a liability. It is our responsibility as planners and policy makers to
identify underutilized resources and revitalize them so that they are an asset for the community.
To arrive at the various proposals and recommendations at the end of this thesis, experts
from different organizations and city government agencies have been interviewed. Articles in
journals and newspapers were studied to better understand the magnitude and scale of the
homelessness issue in New York. In addition, publications on housing policies and historical
studies of homelessness have been reviewed in detail.
This thesis finds that repurposing abandoned houses can be a successful housing model
for the homeless, given certain amendments and changes to the way these structures are
governed. The four major recommendations this thesis makes are: stakeholder engagement,
gaining community support, flexing existing policy frameworks and enhancing government
support systems. Innovative mechanisms are required to fully utilize the potential of these
structures and alleviate this issue of homelessness. This will not only increase the options
available to city agencies to house the homeless but also revive neighborhoods in which these
houses are present.
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INTRODUCTION
The issue of homelessness in New York City has been on a steady rise for several
decades now since the 1970’s. The city is, today, the country’s largest haven to the homeless,
accounting for 60,856 people and more without a roof over their heads. This includes 15,173
homeless families and 22,789 homeless children. There has been a 77% increase in the number
of people who sleep in municipal shelters now as compared to a decade ago (Coalition for the
Homeless, September 2017).
In July 2017, the New York City Housing Preservation and Development (HPD)
launched the Zombie Homes Initiative. The HPD defines these abandoned homes as follows:
“Zombie homes can be defined as vacant, deteriorated small homes whose owners are behind on
their mortgage payments. These properties are symbols of the effects of the foreclosure crisis in
neighborhoods throughout the city.” This is a neighborhood level effort to encourage people to
report these derelict properties in their communities to the HPD. This initiative reinforces the
need to look into and rework existing strategies towards utilizing these structures.
Recent research has shown that there are 3300 zombie homes in New York City,
primarily in Long Island City where 1420 of these houses are found (RealtyTrac Real Estate
Tracker, May 2016). These structures are deteriorating due to prolonged periods of neglect and
poor maintenance. These are predominantly single or double family homes finding themselves in
different stages of foreclosure.
Such structures, which have been languishing for a long period of time, undoubtedly
become magnets for criminal activities and squatters. They not only bring down property prices
but also blight the community as a whole. This thesis envisions these abandoned homes as
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feasible and effective means to house the homeless. In the larger context of the various
provisions city agencies make to provide shelter to New Yorkers, this can be another viable
option.
Back in the late 90’s, homelessness was seen as a transient issue. Lack of appropriate
policy measures to address this has compounded the issue over the years, resulting in the acute
homelessness crisis present in the city today.
The past two decades have, fortunately, seen a shift in outlook towards this urban
problem. During this time span, New York has pioneered unique regulations to increase
affordable housing for people with a low income and the homeless. Cities from around the world
look up to New York in ways that it accommodates its homeless population. However, New
York itself has fewer precedents to follow, let alone improvise upon, and the issue of
homelessness is far from solved.
Likewise, the case of repurposing abandoned housing in New York is something that
agencies here do not have many precedents for. The current set of policies regarding these
structures limits its use and does not explore the potential of this idle infrastructure. These
structures are in various stages of foreclosure and are consequently in various junctures of
transition. This includes individual property owners who can no longer afford or maintain their
homes, to banks who have taken over these properties due to accumulation of unpaid mortgages.
It is essential to understand how this infrastructure can be worked with so as to arrive at
concrete proposals to use these houses better. The following section provides a background into
the history of homelessness and the housing policies which have been around to mitigate this
social issue.
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PART I: BACKGROUND
“[During the 1980’s].. It was profoundly disturbing to find people who live in doorways and
cardboard containers. These scenes provided tangible evidence of a public policy failure.”
Daly, 1996.
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I.I History
Homelessness is a product of various socio-economic issues - substance abuse, domestic
violence, economic downturns, shortfall of affordable housing and incommensurate wages in
comparison to rising rental costs. While we can contest, as mentioned by Gerard Daly (1996) in
his book on homelessness, “the state exists to provide for the common good”, the unfortunate
reality remains that the state alone cannot bring homelessness to an end. History is a witness to
this. Therefore, like any other problem, this issue also needs a coherent and combined effort put
in by the government, the nonprofit sector, communities, faith organizations and individuals.
President Roosevelt realized the need to provide shelter to the downtrodden and addressed this in
his second inaugural session in 1937. He created the US Housing Authority to increase the
generation of the affordable housing stock in the country and also generate employment in the
construction sector (Daly, 1996).
During the post World War II ‘economic u-turn’, as many economists call it, New York,
like other cities across the United States, faced a sudden and steep increase in the number of
people who became homeless. There was, as it still is, a wide gap between the rental rates in the
city and what people could afford. Since this economic recession, the rising homelessness
situation in society seemed transient to mayoral regimes in power then, which resulted in the
enforcement of short term hostile measures to curb this situation.
However, the country, and New York City in particular, did enjoy momentary relief from
the rising issue of homelessness in the late 1960’s. The creation of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) led to a sharp increase in the presence of affordable housing by nearly 30%
for the lower income segment of the population. However, in 1973 President Nixon instituted a
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construction moratorium - dooming the fate of public housing projects in the country (Daly,
1996). No government regime has followed up on increasing and renewing public housing
efforts since then.
The Reagan and Bush administrations took up a different lens to increase affordable
housing. The establishment of Section 8 housing vouchers, a federal housing scheme, allowed
private developers as well as existing public housing buildings, complying with the voucher
norms, to rent out houses to people who were eligible for the same. The government pays a large
portion of the rent for people it offers this voucher to. This incentivised private home owners to
join the voucher program, primarily in lieu of an assured source of rental income. This initiative
enjoyed its share of success. However, the issuance of these vouchers has since come to a halt,
with a virtually endless list of people on the voucher waitlist. As no new public housing projects
have been initiated, the distribution of Section 8 vouchers has plateaued.
Amidst growing media and advocacy attention, the Giuliani and Koch regimes resorted to
forceful police and political power to remove people from the streets - a failed attempt which
sought to superficially reduce the visible presence and magnitude of this issue. A lot of stigma
and discrimination has been historically associated with this segment of the population.
NIMBYism led to these people moving from one place to another constantly, like today.
“Homelessness persists and an industry has grown around it. How do you explain all this
expenditure of energy with virtually no social transformation and none on the horizon? (Giamo
and Grunberg, 1992)”
It was not until 1987 when a national legislation called the Stewart McKinney Homeless
Relief Act was passed which formally addressed this national problem. This act was
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revolutionary in directing inter governmental agencies to provide different kinds of emergency
shelter and supportive housing systems for the homeless. It was only in the 1990’s that the US
Census Bureau first counted and estimated the number of people who identified themselves as
homeless (Sarlo, 1992).

I.II Landmark initiatives, policies and recent issues
It is essential to acknowledge the efforts of people like Robert Callahan, who lost their
lives battling homelessness against the existing regimes on the streets of the city. It was due to
the seminal Callahan v. Carey lawsuit filed in 1979 that the revolutionary Right to Shelter
mandate was passed in New York City and the state (Coalition for the Homeless). This mandate
established a statutory obligation on the city and state government to provide shelter to anyone
who is in need of one. This city and state are unique in that they are the only ones which have
such a mandate as a part of their legislation. Alas, Robert Callahan passed away before this
legislation came into existence.
The De Blasio administration has made serious attempts to attenuate the issue of
homelessness. However, the homelessness numbers in the city have never really declined. The
numbers have maintained their steady growth.
The number of shelter facilities and their capacities were greatly increased post the Right
to Shelter Act. However, as has been clear with previous research, many people who face the
grim reality of choosing between a shelter or the street, often prefer the street. Even then, these
shelters are almost always running at capacity.
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“For baseball games, Yankee Stadium seats 50,287. If all the homeless people who now live in
New York City used the stadium for a gathering, several thousand of them would have to stand.
More people in the city lack homes now than at any time since . . .(The New Yorker, 2013).”

The enactment of this mandate has to some degree, without a doubt, increased the number of
‘fleeting’ homeless people that the city witnesses. The Guardian undertook an 18 month long
research which brought to light that cities around New York and Los Angeles have been
‘bussing’ out the homeless by giving them one way bus and plane tickets. While other cities do
not have a binding obligation to house anybody who seeks shelter, New York does. These
incoming homeless people add to the pressure on the already overburdened shelter facilities in
New York.
Parallel to the homelessness problem, the high vacancy rates of homes in the city during
the 70’s to 80’s partly justify the presence of abandoned homes here. The case of Mrs. Eleanor
Bumpers comes to light in this respect. She was shot dead in her Bronx apartment which she was
resisting to vacate, due an arrear of $96.85 on her rent. Rent payment rules were hostile which
did not allow her relatives to pay her part of the dues on her behalf (New York Times, 1987).
Today, we have homelessness prevention programs, like the Emergency Solutions Grant,
which helps tenants with their past due rent, mortgage payments and utility bills. (Home Base for
Housing, 2018). Although the city regulations theoretically monitor the rates of eviction due to
backlog in rental payments, more consideration needs to be given to people who are ‘rent
burdened’.
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“When access to housing is based entirely on income, it is not hard to imagine who loses out
(Miller, 1990).”

I.III Provisions for Affordable Housing
It is a common belief among planning practitioners that affordable housing and
homelessness are related. This is the belief on which different models to increase the stock of
affordable housing in the city are based on.
Over the years, even with a halt in the growth of public housing, administrators in New
York City have aimed to formulate agendas to increase the availability of affordable housing.
The qualification for affordable housing is based on the Area Median Income (AMI)
which helps identify segments of population who pay more than 30% of their income towards
housing and rents - also known as people or families who are rent burdened. Such an income
indice makes it functionally easier to provide affordable housing to people in different
neighborhoods.
However, arguments against providing affordable housing to people based on AMI are
also prevalent. In wealthy neighborhoods, even well qualified professionals earning six-figure
salaries are categorized as rent burdened and live in New York City Housing Authority
(NYCHA) apartments.
“If you’re making more than the mayor of New York City, you should not be living in
public housing (Councilman Ritchie Torres to The Washington Times, November 2015).”
As a next step to inclusionary zoning introduced by Mayor Bloomberg, Mayor Bill de
Blasio has enacted Mandatory Inclusionary Housing (MIH) in the city. Going a step ahead from
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providing incentives and development bonuses to developers, MIH mandates the allocation of a
fixed percentage of affordable units in all residential development taking place in neighborhoods
delineated under the same. East Harlem rezoning is a pioneering example in this light.
In addition to the Section 8 vouchers as discussed earlier, the Department of Homeless
Services (DHS) and the Department of Human Resource Administration (HRA) have formulated
other housing schemes and vouchers. The Special Exit and Prevention Supplement Program
(SEPS) voucher assists people and families facing a risk of entering shelter. Another rental
assistance program is the Living in Communities (LINC) program that helps people who leave
shelters find stable housing options in various communities around the city (NYC Department of
Social Services).
Housing First is another program which quickly and successfully connects individuals
and families experiencing homelessness to permanent housing without preconditions and barriers
to entry, such as sobriety, treatment or service participation requirements (HUD Exchange).
Many of these rental assistance programs are primarily project-based, that is, the
vouchers are applicable to the building and not the user. This does not work in favor of the
person moving into these units, because when they leave the unit, they also leave the benefits of
the housing voucher behind. Hence, these programs benefit the owners as the rental vouchers and
are applicable to all the units in a building which complies with Section 8, irrespective of who
moves in. On the other hand, in renter-based assistance programs, the user benefits along with
the owner. The vouchers and rent subsidy in this case moves with the tenant and are not
restricted to the units in a building independently. In such cases, the tenant is financially secure
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in the event of relocation to other project sites which comply with the city’s voucher program.
The owners also continue to benefit as they still accept tenants with a voucher allocation.
There are other ways to categorize affordable housing mechanisms. While MIH can be
seen as a congregate housing program, LINC and SEPS are focused towards scatter housing
programs, which are rapidly increasing as a part of city programs. Nonetheless, both these
mechanisms provide supportive as well as affordable housing options to people and many of
them accept housing vouchers and comply to the different housing programs. However, the near
miracle of getting such a voucher as a matter of luck and winning over the enormous waiting list
merits a different discussion altogether.
These programs do enjoy some degree of success in housing a considerable section of the
homeless population including veterans, people with disabilities, seniors and the comparatively
new and growing percentage of ‘working homeless’. But the case of the chronically homeless is
more acute and hard to maneuver around.
“Chronically homeless people are distinguished, not by what they have, but by what they
lack (Daly, 1996).”

As aptly stated above, people who have been chronically homeless face an additional spectrum
of trouble. Lack of identification documents, unaccounted income sources to lack of pay stubs
and the absence of a checking or a savings bank account for these people - all add to the
ignominy and ill-treatment homeless people face.
In the defence of housing voucher programs, Section 8 vouchers have been useful to the
majority chronically homeless people who have been given these to find shelter in Single Room
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Occupancy (SRO) units (NYC HPD). These SROs have experienced high usage by chronically
homeless people challenged with various mental illness and substance abuse issues - a problem
plaguing many homeless people in the city, then and now. However, SROs in the city have
largely been disinvested in as a housing prototype since 1975 - again, a different area of research.
Taking into account the larger pool of the various kinds of people who have been
grappling with homelessness, different support systems need to be in place for any housing
model to be successful. It is foolhardy to assume that housing alone can ever attempt to solve the
social evil of homelessness. A host of provisions need to be allocated simultaneously for such
projects and proposals to be effective - both in numbers and the actual impact they create in
uplifting the people on the streets.
There are complex and large sets of new as well as conventional housing policies and
models in the city . All of these merit credit for looking partially if not entirely, towards
alleviating homelessness in society and reducing the burden it places on our city’s resources.
The following section will elaborate on current approaches the government is taking to
house the homeless in particular. It will also look into the stock of abandoned houses in the city
and how different stakeholders in society have worked with them by far.
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PART II: PRESENT SCENARIO
“New York spends $1.2 Billion a year on homelessness. And yet the problem is only getting
worse.”
New York magazine, March 2017.
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II.I Reasons and responses for Homelessness
The numbers of homeless on the streets of New York is no surprise, given the longevity
of this issue in the city. Having accepted the situation, the government is devising mechanisms to
toggle around the herculean task of housing the 60,000 + homeless New Yorkers every night.
One of the many reasons for the spike in homelessness numbers is stagnant wages and
increasing rents. A recent research by Zillow, as shown below, brings to light that with a 10%
increase in rents in New York, the city faces the threat of having 6000 homeless people.
Table 2: Synthesis of results by Zillow Research1

There were comparable studies done for Los Angeles, California and Tampa, Florida.
Such dramatic increases in rents, in most cases annually, has led to an unprecedented number of
people coming to the streets.
“Between 2000 and 2014, the median New York City rent increased 19 percent while household
income decreased by 6.3 percent (New York Magazine, March 2017).”

Allison, Melissa. 2017. “Combating Homelessness in New York, Los Angeles, Houston and
Tampa.” Zillow Research (blog). August 3, 2017.
https://www.zillow.com/research/homeless-ny-la-houston-tampa-16090/.
1
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This has also led to the ‘working homeless’ phenomenon. A large majority of the people
who are currently homeless in New York work two or even three shifts a day, still unable to
afford a New York rent. Of these people, there is a considerable percentage of single mothers
who work long hours to make ends meet, and still end up living and nurturing their young ones
in the harsh environments of a shelter. A study by the Coalition for the Homeless showed that the
numbers of homeless single women in NYC has increased more than 500% from 1983 - 2015.
The reasons for the increased percentage of women who are homeless can be varied - failed
relationships, domestic violence, death of their spouses and subsequent sudden economic shocks.
But it is important for us to reflect and analyse if economics alone can cause such a long
standing social condition. As Brendan O’Flaherty (2009) puts it:
“With perfect foresight and perfect capital markets, no one would ever be homeless:
everyone could and would reduce consumption in good times enough that they could stay out of
homelessness in bad times. Just as no one plans a fire, no one plans to become homeless.”

Hence, personal experiences which lead to homelessness are important to identify and if
possible, mitigate. The role of community aid services, faith based organizations and
governmental aid programs is invaluable. As much research has shown, homelessness at an
individual scale, can be a temporary condition for most people, but the numbers are always in a
flux at the city scale. More so, trends show that, while some who were homeless may have been
allocated different forms of accommodation, the number of people who cyclically replace them
on the streets is far higher. This, therefore, makes the issue of homeless a permanent problem
that the city needs to deal with.
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The Department of Homeless Services which pioneers these efforts has several
provisions in place, all to varying measures of success. The CITYFEPS rent supplement program
helps families with children currently in shelter or at the risk of entering one, secure permanent
housing. The number of families which are eligible for this program is limited based on funding
availability. However, once deemed eligible for the program, families continue to benefit from
the program till they remain eligible. Typically, for a family of four, the CITYFEPS program
provides a rental assistance of $1500 per month (New Destiny Housing, 2018).
There are special assistance programs in place to house homeless veterans as well.
Eligible homeless veterans can receive Section 8 rental vouchers and gain access to community
medicaid centers. The Pathway Homes initiative connects homeless families and individuals with
their relatives and helps them move out of shelters into better and more productive environments.
City agencies incentivise private owners and brokers as well by providing bonuses to these
stakeholders who offer homes under these various program umbrellas.
Table 2: Categories of homeless and related supportive programs
Category of homeless

Programs

Single Adults

- NYC DHS Shelter systems
- NYC DHS Temporary or transitional Housing Assistance
- Permanent supportive housing programs
- Section 8 vouchers to secure permanent housing
- NYC DHS Special Exit Prevention Supplement Program
(SEPS)
-Independent Living Programs

Women and single mothers

- NYC DHS Shelter systems
- NYC DHS Temporary or transitional Housing Assistance
- Permanent supportive housing programs
- Section 8 vouchers to secure permanent housing
- NYC DHS Special Exit Prevention Supplement Program
(SEPS)
- Independent Living Programs
20
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Children

- NYC DHS Shelter systems
- NYC Children’s Cabinet incubated in 2016
- Independent Living Programs for teens

Families w/o Children

- NYC DHS Living In Communities (LINC)
- NYC DHS Special Exit Prevention Supplement Program
(SEPS) (Families without children)
- Family Eviction Prevention Subsidy (FEPS) (at least 1 minor
child and an eviction case in court)

Families with Adults

- NYC DHS Shelter systems
- NYC DHS Temporary or transitional Housing Assistance
- Permanent supportive housing programs
- Family Eviction Prevention Subsidy (FEPS) (at least 1 minor
child and an eviction case in court)
- Section 8 vouchers to secure permanent housing

Veterans

- NYC DHS Veteran Shelter systems
- NYC DHS Supportive Services for Veteran Families (SSVF)
Program
- Other shelter systems in NYC
- NYC Mission Home
- Section 8 vouchers
- Community organizations supporting housing for veterans

Seniors

- NYC supportive housing services
- Affordable housing for seniors
- The New York Foundation Home Sharing Program
- Community organizations supporting senior housing

Chronically homeless

- NYC supportive housing services
- Transitional housing
- NYC DHS Shelter systems

From the above table we can see the different categories within the people who are
homeless and the programs and infrastructure in place to cater to them. While majority of these
programs are run and administered by city agencies, some facilities like permanent supportive
housing are developed and built by private developers, usually in Public-Private Partnerships
with the city and state.
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In particular, there are several Independent Living Programs which are tailored for
women and single mothers exclusively while some cater to uplifting homeless children under the
age of six and teens off the streets. These programs provide a host of infrastructure, counseling
and health care facilities for these individuals to improve their living conditions and life stability.
The NYC Children’s Cabinet was introduced by Mayor Bill de Blasio in 2016 to increase
inter-agency workflow and communication to improve the lives of the children on the streets. It
provides them with a “definitive source of information about the City’s cultural, educational and
employment resources (NYC Office of the Mayor, 2016).” The DHS has special housing
services catering to homeless veterans. NYC Mission Home is the city’s outreach program to
identify veterans who are facing a risk of eviction and provides them with the necessary support
services like short term housing options. The New York Foundation Home Sharing Program
practices a shared housing approach where senior applicants are matched with other seniors or
adults who are seeking housing. All of these programs of course need community support to
become a success when implemented on ground.
These programs have an end goal - a shift from homeless shelters to permanent
affordable housing. City agencies, like we have seen above, are devising new modes to try and
achieve this shift. Currently, shelters in New York City, even with their precarious and extremely
vulnerable living conditions, are running at capacity. The mechanisms mentioned above stem
towards a longer term vision to reduce homelessness in the city. But as these mechanisms take
time to bear fruit, where does the city go to provide shelter for the ever growing number of
people who seek the same?
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A common, and a prohibitively expensive option has been for the city to enter into daily
contracts with hotels, motels and lodging facilities to house the homeless. New York City
recently entered into a $370 million contract with hotels to provide homeless services (Crain's,
February 2018).
There is an urgent need to question such short term provisions, which lead to drainage of
public wealth without leading to a sustainable solution. An advertisement in the New York
Times on May 28, 1995 read:
“In NYC,
-

-

a psychiatric hospital bed costs $113,000 a year
-

a prison cell costs $60,000 a year

-

a shelter cot costs $20,000 a year

a permanent home and supportive services cost $12,500 a year
Which one would you invest in?”

While it is not entirely rational to base infrastructure provision on merely its cost; large
scale investments in short term efforts, as we see today need to be reviewed. The city needs to
allocate resources for prison cells and hospital beds, as these cannot be supplemented with other
provisions, but we also do need homes. Homes need investment. The money we channel towards
hotels have better long term utility towards building homes.
But in a megalopolis like New York, where does the city go for more homes? In such a
dense and populated urban setting, where can the city provide affordable homes which can end
the misery of the people on the streets? The city is making continued efforts to enter into liaisons
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with private developers as well as introduce new methods like MIH to increase the affordable
housing stock in the city. However, there is another probable avenue city agencies have been
shying away from for long - the untapped potential of 3300 vacant homes in the city.

II.II Homeless housing typologies and the curious case of the abandoned home
It would seem counterintuitive that in a city like New York with such high real estate
prices, anyone would leave their homes vacant, let alone abandon such property. The number of
abandoned homes in the city has come down significantly since the 1980’s, when the city owned
around 100,000 abandoned apartments. Restricted federal funding to refurbish these made it
difficult to put them to good use at the time (Kozol, 1988).
In hindsight, during those days, many housing typologies were being experimented with
to make room for the growing number of immigrants and people who need more forms of
affordable accommodation. Shared housing as a concept emerged where people either
self-matched their housemates or such a matching was agency-assisted (Daly, 1996). But these
arrangements came with their share of sanitary and safety concerns. In tandem to this concept,
the city had SRO’s - individual room occupancy given to seniors, homeless adults, or people
with psychiatric illnesses among many others.
Shelters, prevalent now more than ever, came up during the 80’s to accommodate for the
rapidly rising numbers of homeless people. While these shelters do provide minimal respite
during the night, people are sent away during the day and are allowed in only the following
night. This results in people loitering in the subways, parks and near community market spaces.
Manhattan has one-third of all shelter beds in the city. A major drop off point for the homeless
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people coming out of these shelters every night is the 125th Street Harlem Station (NYC Human
Resource Administration). This is also the neighborhood where a large number of meth clinics
are situated, justifying the high incidence of drug abuse among the homeless in this area. All this
sums up to a circuitous cycle of temporary movement of people from one place to another
eventually affecting the health of the homeless and the livability of communities.

Figure 1: Shelter bed distribution in New York City
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New York City agencies have tried to worked with the large share of houses which lay
vacant as noticeable from the reduction in the numbers of vacant homes since the 80’s. However
the approach to revitalizing these structures has been narrow, looking only towards multi-family
dwellings. City agencies find it more rewarding and worthwhile to invest capital, resources and
man hours into lots which have the potential to generate multi-family dwellings.
Since the 1980’s when NYCHA inherited the vacant residential structures from HUD, the
urban dynamics in New York have changed. The number of homeless in the city has increased
dramatically. Real estate prices are much higher now and New York has experienced the damage
of hurricane Sandy. Sandy played a key role in the landscape of abandoned homes in the city.
Single family home owners, mostly in the Bronx and Queens, were badly hit by the
hurricane, much like the rest of New York. Flood insurance, for the few that had them, came in
late enough to push the owners out from their homes. Many who were not insured found it a big
impediment to renovate and retrofit their homes driving them to other areas to seek shelter. With
such drastic impacts, a sudden economic burden stifled their financial security as well as life
stability.
Since Sandy, New York has had a significant number of single or double family homes
which are abandoned or vacant. Other than these homes damaged by the hurricane, the city has
had a large share of such homes which are in certain stages of foreclosure, are behind on their
mortgages and have dues on property taxes and utility bills.
An amalgam of the above situations has brought us to the current stock of the 3300
vacant homes, spread across the city - primarily in the Queens and the Bronx.
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Britain too, experimented with their lot of 750,000 vacant homes and came under various
contracts with the owners for 1-5 year lease agreements. These owners could be municipalities or
individuals. Such homes were provided to the homeless, who used these as short term housing
and paid minimal rents to the lessee in alignment with the lease terms set forth by the owners and
the government (Daly, 1996). It has been seen that when the ideal permanent housing solution is
absent, short term accommodation models like the one Britain tried, helps homeless people
channel their efforts to find jobs and stabilize in life.
Before the research proceeds to the different opportunities and hurdles that are put forth
by this model of repurposing abandoned residences in the city to house the homeless, the next
section will give an overview of the research method used to arrive at the recommendations. It
will define the scope and limitations of this research. It will also explain what was learnt from
visits to Los Angeles and Santa Ana in California, which has the country’s second largest
homeless population (Statista, 2018).
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PART III: METHODOLOGY AND LEARNINGS
“Research is formalized curiosity. It is poking and prying with a purpose.”
Zora Neale Hurston, 1942.
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III.I Methodology
This research undertook a series of intensive interviews of professionals from different
areas of expertise in planning and housing. The interviews were based on the literature review of
publications and various journals on housing and the history of homelessness. Media reports and
newspaper articles were key in highlighting the current scenario and acuteness of the
homelessness crisis in New York City.
Media reports which brought attention to the numbers of abandoned homes in the city
were instrumental in throwing light on these structures in some of the boroughs of New York.
Previous reports, research and data analysis by different organizations helped supplement this
research and take the idea of repurposing abandoned homes further.
Developing a strong foundation and a series of questions which stemmed from the
various readings, professionals from different organizations who work towards affordable
housing and provision of services for the homeless were interviewed. These interviews took
place in New York as well as Los Angeles and Santa Ana in California. Meetings and
interactions with academicians, researchers as well as journalists were essential to get a glimpse
of the homelessness issue there and the ways these cities deal address the same. Discussions with
these people also brought to light the degree of success of the proposed housing model in Santa
Ana and Los Angeles.
The agencies, institutions and professionals who were approached and interviewed in these cities
were:
-

NYC Housing Preservation and Development (HPD)

-

100 Resilient Cities - Pioneered by the Rockefeller Foundation (100RC)
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-

New York State Association for Affordable Housing (NYSAFAH)

-

Supportive Housing Network of New York (SHNNY)

-

Land use advocates

-

University of Southern California Price School of Public Policy: Homelessness
Policy Research Institute

-

University Initiative to Eliminate Homelessness (USC)

-

Academicians from the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)

-

Southern California News Group (SCNG)

-

Southern California Association of Non-Profit Housing (SCANPH)

-

United Way of Greater Los Angeles

-

Homelessness Services United- New York

-

Trinity Financial- Boston, MA

These interviews resulted in a snowball sampling of more probable interviewees, which
played a great role in increasing the inputs and critiques to the proposed model. Data from the
NYC Department of Finance, American Community Survey (ACS), Department of Homeless
Services (DHS), American Housing Survey (AHS), The North American Industry Classification
System (NAICS) were useful to add to the data referred to in this and previous research, on
whose findings some of the following recommendations and analyses are based.
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III.II Scope and Limitations
The scope of this thesis lies in exploring the current and past policy frameworks in place
to deal with the homelessness crisis in New York City. By undertaking a series of interviews,
observing the conditions of homelessness in New York and Los Angeles and looking into the
numbers of homeless vs. the stock of vacant homes, the research aims to propose
recommendations within the existing policy fabric. It looks at current regulations and proposes
flexibility and modification in certain rules to repurpose these abandoned homes so as to house
the homeless.
While narrowing down to these recommendations, this research identifies the hurdles
which would have to be addressed before such a model can be proposed for implementation.
These roadblocks are important stepping stones and form an essential learning curve which
steered this study towards its conclusion.
The numbers and neighborhoods where many of New York’s abandoned homes in the
city are present come from the research undertaken by the Coalition for the Homeless. However,
the exact location of each of the 3300 abandoned homes has not been identified in this research.
This thesis assumes that these houses must be clustered in certain neighborhoods more than the
others like Long Island City as depicted by the research mentioned previously.
This study did not engage in identifying the individual owners of these abandoned homes
present in the city to get their input and thoughts on such a proposal. As a large part of the
success of such a model hinges on the willingness of these property owners, this is a key
dimension which can be taken up post the completion of this research. This thesis also did not
engage in interacting with the homeless directly, but reached out to community organizations and
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institutions who work with these people instead. The research and recommendations of this
thesis are based on inputs given by policy experts, planning professionals among others and the
proposals reflect the same.

III.III Learnings from Los Angeles and Orange County
Los Angeles and Orange County are dealing with a homelessness crisis comparable to
New York, although relatively lower in numbers. Few policies that New York has in place to
curb the homelessness issue are yet to be implemented in Los Angeles. However, there is still a
lot one can take away from these cities in terms of additional policy provisions that New York
can consider.
The recent ordinance passed in the county of Los Angeles, in December 2017,
encompasses the goal of every council member to build 200 affordable housing units in their
districts - thereby reaching a target of 10,000 affordable houses in the coming decade. This effort
channels two housing agendas - Proposition HHH and H - which look towards increasing tax
incentives to reach the target number of affordable housing in communities. These programs will
be implemented in partnership with community organizations like United Way.
This ordinance in Los Angeles will give special treatment to development of Public
Supportive Housing (PSH) as-of-right. The city has also begun experimentation with the
Coordinated Entry System model to identify and categorize the varied spectrum of homeless in
the city according to the extent of support and help they require. This inventory will enable the
city to reach out with help to those most in need. Like New York which has transitional housing
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facilities, LA has the Rapid Rehousing model, which connects the homeless with temporary
rental facilities before they move on to other forms of permanent housing.
The county of LA has a provision of $5 million towards innovative housing alternatives
to tackle homelessness, encouraging practitioners to devise models to address this issue
(SCANPH). In similarity to housing model this research proposes, health agencies and
departments in LA have entered into different and flexible lease agreements with the owners of
abandoned homes (USC Initiative to Eliminate Homelessness). The agencies pay for the upkeep
and maintenance of these structures which would otherwise blight the neighborhood.
Santa Ana has in the past also experimented with buying out depreciated motels and
converting them into permanent supportive housing for the homeless. The redevelopment of the
‘Orchard’ is one such example. The youth from various cities in California have come together
to form the group called ‘Abandoned Housing’ by Millenials. These young students advocate for
reusing the abandoned apartments and infrastructure in their cities using their educational
institutions as an intermediary.
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However, these efforts and much more in addition are needed to alleviate homelessness
in these cities. Orange County, which is one of the most affluent counties in the country, has
more than 5000 homeless alone. It is touted as the ‘Skid Row along the river’.
The issue in Los Angeles is the dearth of housing units. The city needs 500,000 more
housing units of any kind to keep the rental market affordable, and more importantly stable
(United Way). With the lack of supply, the rental market is becoming increasingly unaffordable.
As a result, people who have houses today may be homeless in the near future.
LA faces an extreme scenario of street homelessness, much more profound than in New
York. Given the shortfall of shelter services and lack of supportive housing or affordable housing
alternatives, homelessness becomes evident on the streets and along the river basins in the form
of encampments. These encampments house anywhere between 50 to 500 homeless. Strict rules
and mandates are passed for people to vacate these encampments, especially in Orange County
where the severity of these encampments is the most. But none of these mandates attempt to
provide a solution to the problem - all they do is push the problem from one area or district to
another.
These encampments are a testament to the failure of the nation’s housing policies and
efforts. While governments are rapidly passing rules for people to vacate these encampments, the
people who live in such encampments develop a strong bond with one another who are finding
ways to fight this grave situation together.
To add to the already scarce housing resources at the government's disposal is the
NIMBYism towards large shelter and supportive housing projects. Also, as stated previously,
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many homeless individuals prefer the streets and encampments to shelters, where they fear for
their safety in addition to living in dense and cramped conditions.
LA where the development of affordable housing is still behind New York, housing
vouchers do little to help the homeless, due to the sheer lack of housing. In San Francisco, during
the late 90’s, a self organized group of homeless squatted in the 6,000 vacant abandoned homes,
to raise public awareness to repurpose them (Mesler, 1995). On the downside, however,
unsavory activities led to the neighbors filing police complaints and extreme community
opposition towards future attempts at the rehabilitation of vacant properties.

Image 2: Encampment in Anaheim, CA.
The sign reads: Trespassing and Loitering Prohibited by Law

There are many rules, regulations and mandates which significantly limit the options
available to the homeless people. There is a lot to be learnt from the existing policies in New
York and Los Angeles about transforming rigid policies and actions into measures which can
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have a lasting and more meaningful impact on the lives of the homeless. The following section
will encapsulate the analysis of the impact of repurposing abandoned housing infrastructure to
house the homeless and later, arrive at the recommendations.
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PART IV: OPPORTUNITIES AND HURDLES
“There is space in New York City for every single New Yorker to have a decent place to live.”
Owen Rogers, Picture the Homeless
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IV.I Analysing the Proposal
Repurposing abandoned homes within the context of providing alternatives to house the
homeless can be an attractive option for the owners of these vacant homes. The city needs to find
ways in which this mechanism can be incentivized so that more and more home owners agree to
partner with the government in this endeavor.
During the 1980’s, as mentioned previously, when the city inherited large lots of land, the
city was giving tax breaks to incentivize land ownership and spur development. During this time,
it entered into 30 year regulatory lease agreements with developers to assign 20% of the homes
to the homeless in exchange for tax benefits (NYC DHS). These agreements which looked
promising on paper, were not well monitored. Hence, the DHS is now facing a situation where
these agreements are about to expire before their benefits could be accrued.
The majority of the units that this proposal looks into are in various stages of foreclosure,
hence, these may require minimal capital input for renovation and retrofitting. There have been
numerous instances where such housing projects for the homeless have faced a lot of opposition
from the community, only for the existing residents to realize later that these developments
helped improve the community in the long run (SHNNY).
As we know, these homes are scattered by virtue in different neighborhoods of the city
and hence, the model looks towards small scale scatter development. On the other hand, these
small scale developments may not be as fiercely opposed as a large scale shelter or transitional
housing facility.
Another policy provision to look at is the de Blasio administration’s Housing New York
(HNY) 2.0 plan. This program is especially important for such a proposal because it looks at
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creating and preserving 200,000 affordable homes for approximately 500,000 New Yorkers over
ten years. It allocates a large share of these homes strictly to the homeless and aims to unlock the
potential of vacant lots in the city (NYC HPD). This plan will regulate the allocation of 10% of
housing developed for the homeless across all loan programs and development portfolios. This
will result in more number of government programs taking the responsibility of housing the
homeless.
The NYC 15/15 housing assistance program supplements the HNY plan by giving
subsidies for supportive housing developers who house the homeless (NYC HPD). This program
could potentially be expanded to target the vacant homes in the city. These, along with other
provisions like LINC and SEPS as mentioned in the previous sections can be linked to these
abandoned homes to increase the affordable housing stock in the city and give the government
more options to curb the homelessness situation in the city.
But as with any proposal, there are various issues that need to be addressed. There will be
community opposition to projects which bring in a sudden influx of homeless people into any
neighborhood. A major point of consideration for this model is the ownership status of the
various abandoned homes. For homes which stand in precarious conditions, act as an eyesore, or
are behind on their taxes - it may be easier for the city to resort to eminent domain and confiscate
such property for redevelopment and in turn, housing the homeless. In such cases, the city does
not need to come up with contracts of compensation with the owners who have left these homes
vacant and abandoned.
This proposal understands that there are situations where homes which are at par on
quality, are up to date with their payments and have been left vacant by choice. In such instances,
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without the willingness of the owners to partner with the city in this initiative, there is nothing
much the city can do, which has often been the case with New York. Regulations and policies
give more rights to the owners making it difficult for the city to exercise control on privately
owned property. However, the city can try to provide incentives to the owners with flexible
contracts that may entice them to come into an agreement with the city to use their otherwise
vacant homes and gain monetarily from such an agreement. This kind of an agreement could
prove beneficial and cost effective for the city as well, with minimal regulatory efforts.

Figure 2: Scenario of vacant assets in the city as of 2012 (Source: The Village Voice)

The city can and must look towards city owned assets to implement such proposals in an
efficient and effective manner. In the 70’s the city owned almost 70% of Harlem. Today, we
know Harlem as a gentrified neighborhood with far fewer public housing projects than what
could have been possible. City’s land and asset management strategies need an overhaul so as to
gain maximum benefit from the number of vacant lots and buildings in the city.
An important angle that needs to be kept in mind is who among the homeless will be
successful in the proposed housing model. Someone coming directly from a shelter or coming
from years’ spent on the streets of New York cannot withstand the burden of maintaining and
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running a single family home all by themselves. On the city’s end, there is a prerequisite to
invest varying ranges of capital to revive these homes which are dilapidated or in substandard
conditions. As these homes are scattered in various neighborhoods, it is difficult to devise a
singular administrative and regulatory facility to overlook the renovation process. The city will
have to employ multiple personnel in different locations - from lawyers, case managers to
contractors - to work on these dispersed project sites. This adds to the cost the city incurs in
comparison to when a city works on a specific lot of land where they are developing a 40 or 50
unit structure.
An important regulatory hurdle this proposal faces is the difference in use types of these
abandoned homes vis a vis shelters or hotels. The building use type for shelters and hotels are
similar - hence the govt turns to hotels to house the homeless when shelters run at capacity,
which is usually every night. Abandoned ‘zombie’ homes on the other hand, are still homes, and
cannot be regulated as a shelter or hotel. Their use type is fundamentally different from a shelter
or a hotel - with a dedicated kitchen and a bathroom. This prescriptive use type difference makes
it a hurdle to envision these abandoned houses as possible transitional or temporary
accommodation for the homeless, let alone allocation of these as permanent housing alternatives.
Realising that these abandoned homes are certainly more clustered in some
neighborhoods leads to an agreement to an underlying notion. By repurposing these homes as
temporary or permanent housing alternatives for the homeless, we are overburdening some areas
more than the others by introducing a new use type in the locality. This has the potential to
generate a lot of anxiety in communities and resultant opposition thereafter.
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At the end of the day, being a new homeowner is a big responsibility - even for people
who are financially stable, therefore, such a transition for a homeless moving from a shelter or a
street into permanent housing is more amplified. This model requires a sizeable capital
investment in the short run coming from the government, to make it work in the long run.
As mentioned in the previous sections, this proposal embraces the fact that supportive
services and community facilities are as important as housing for such models to truly work.
Such a proposal must strive to generate a positive community environment and ease the nerves
of the current residents so that the incoming people face less trouble.
Having analyzed the pros and the cons to repurposing abandoned residential
infrastructure for the homeless and understanding the systems that exist in cities like Los
Angeles which face a comparable crisis, we now move to our final section which focuses on the
recommendations coming from this study.
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PART V: RECOMMENDATIONS
“We’ve known for a while how many people without homes there are. Now we need to know how
many homes without people there are too.”
Sam Miller, Picture the Homeless
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V.I Stakeholder Engagement:
City agencies like Housing Development Corporation (HDC), Economic Development
Corporation (EDC), HPD along with non-profit or community based developers should enter
into public-private partnerships (PPP) to help individual owners revitalize their homes and put
them to better use. PPPs are more efficient ways of implementing these projects as all the
stakeholders involved have something to benefit from such a project.
The city can propose to acquire foreclosed homes which are in stages of ownership
transition from banks for shorter terms - three to five years. Interviews with the Southern
California Association of Non-Profit Housing (SCANPH) brought to light that mortgage loan
companies who are the most active in the foreclosure business, look towards disposing these
foreclosed properties at the earliest. In such a situation, this can prove to be beneficial for these
financing and lending institutions as it helps them gain revenue in the interim period on
properties which otherwise are a liability to them till the time these are sold again.
Proposals like the one this thesis looks into, need a host of supportive services for the
homeless people it aims to assist. Community organizations like Bronxworks or Common
Ground can be helpful in implementing these proposals in their neighborhoods. These
partnerships and engagements are important for providing services to the incoming homeless
people like medicaid, psychiatric assistance and case management services.
All these services have to be a part of the proposal and have to be developed in tandem to
refurbishing the battered homes. As has been shown in the sections above, it is cost effective in
the long run to develop such homes with support services and follow the path of supportive
housing.
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Members of Homeless Services United in the interview spoke about partnerships that
look towards handing over the ownership and management responsibilities of the repurposed
homes for the homeless to community land trusts with funding assistance from the city. This
reduces the city’s direct responsibility to manage these additional assets and gives community
organizations a chance to grow and thrive.

V.II Gaining community support:
Many interviewees from different agencies voiced the importance of getting involved
with community organizations and their members at early stages of the proposal so as to spread
awareness about the need of such projects.
Open house tours, to showcase to the existing residents in different communities how the
envisioned redeveloped home would look like could go a long way in garnering a positive
response to the proposal. Supportive Housing Network of New York (SHNNY) suggested in
their interview that architectural renderings and pictures of previous projects can have a similar
affirmative response. Such a proposal must tie in it elements that will benefit the current
residents. Developers and partnerships which work on projects like these must develop
community assets as well like parks, community centers, day care facilities etc. This will prove
to be a good incentive for current residents to welcome the proposal as well as the incoming
people.
Such a model must look towards generating a mixed income neighborhood. Income
qualification bars should be set for these repurposed homes within a community so that residents
do not fear a large influx of very poor people. While such mechanisms to allocate housing under
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this program are generated, transparency with communities about these efforts is essential to
building trust. Residents must know that a new proposal like this is keeping their concerns and
the neighborhood quality in mind.
Schools, the clergy and community boards can act as effective mediums to spread a
positive message towards the need of such projects. They can act as vehicles to increase
interaction and transparency between community residents and the different agencies involved in
implementing the project.
Multi-tiered engagement with communities will be key in determining the success of this
model. Developers of affordable and supportive housing spoke in the interview about the need
for direct involvement of city agencies with community leaders and neighborhood councils,
along with community meetings with residents. These give an opportunity to the residents to
voice their apprehensions and put forth their concerns.
During the initial phases of allocation of these homes as different forms of housing
alternatives to the homeless, the government must aid the existing residents with increased
patrolling services. This will help the current residents as well as the incoming people feel safer
and maintain the quality of the neighborhood.
It is important for all actors in society to dispel the myth and stigma associated with
housing the homeless. Every community needs to accommodate housing and a shift from
abandoned homes which act as squatters to productive social amenities will be a welcome
change.
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V.III Flexing existing policy frameworks:
Interview with officials from NYC DHS brought to light that current occupancy and
cohabitation rules restrict more than four unrelated people from living in an unit housing. While
this proposal can be effective to house several homeless people within single or two family
homes, such caps on occupancy limit the benefit this proposal can leverage. For housing options
which look towards providing temporary accommodation to the homeless within this model,
exemptions to the cohabitation rule will be beneficial. It is important to consider the optimum
number of people who could use such a housing model simultaneously at the individual scale,
however, limiting it to four people renders the proposal inefficient.
The use type regulation of single family homes vis a vis shelters must be re-evaluated.
Such regulations need more flexibility, if these abandoned homes have to be considered as viable
options for short term shelters or temporary housing facilities.
Developers and city agencies can look towards gaining more number of units from these
clusters of abandoned homes by combining their property lots. However, for options other than
permanent affordable housing, an exemption from the use type regulation is essential to gain
more from such a proposal, which looks at giving more options to house the homeless.
Learning from the Coordinated Entry System model, New York must devise a strategy to
identify the homeless depending on the different kinds of support services they need. Existing
policies and new ones must be articulated so that the people most in need benefit quickly and
effectively from such proposals.
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V.IV Government support mechanisms:
A large part of the success of this thesis proposal also depends on the approach of the
government to work around the assets in a community and make them better available for its
members. The capital our city invests in daily leases with hotels and motels has better use in
other areas.
Debt forgiveness programs can boost the number of people who can start their lives again
and make use of these homes without prior dues threatening eviction. The Family Self
Sufficiency (FSS) program is useful and must be expanded to reach more people. This program
assists the homeless people who moved into rental property with help from other government
programs or Section 8 vouchers.
The government covers a large portion of the rent for the people in the FSS program,
even when the rent inflates annually, without increasing the share of money due at the
individual’s end. This enables people to increase their savings and find employment
opportunities. The result is a stable individual or family in the coming years, who can progress
into other housing options available in the market.
Repurposed abandoned homes should be linked to the existing government programs like
FSS, LINC and housing lotteries among others. They must also comply with housing vouchers.
This makes the utility of these houses multifold - beyond short term, temporary housing towards
long term permanent housing models.
Like in Los Angeles, council members in New York City must pledge to build more
affordable housing in their districts. Increasing the stock of affordable housing in the city is, at
the end of the day, the most sustainable solution to homelessness.
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The four major recommendations above are umbrellas within which maximum benefit
from this housing model could be derived for the homeless. A nuanced approach is needed from initiation to execution - which ties all segments of society along its course of
implementation. In doing so, these 3000 homes could eventually make a difference in the lives of
the many homeless today, as envisioned by this study.
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